Taste it! A great view and unique food only here!

Fuji-Kawaguchiko Gourmet Guide

2020~2021
Welcome to Fujikawaguchiko Town. Located on a plateau in the north of Mt. Fuji, at an altitude of 800 m, Fujikawaguchiko Town is surrounded by rich nature with four lakes: Lake Kawaguchiko, Lake Saiko, Lake Shojiko, and Lake Motosuko. You can enjoy magnificent views of Mt. Fuji from any location in Fujikawaguchiko town. In addition, there are many impressive sights, including a number of world heritage sights. Enjoying the delicious cuisine in Fujikawaguchiko Town is essential for your trip. A variety of dishes, served in distinctive shops, will surely make your journey memorable.

Why don’t you go out in the city with this gourmet guide and experience the unique food culture that you can only enjoy in Fujikawaguchiko Town.

Contents of this booklet is based on information from shops. There is a possibility that information will be changed (contents of menu, price, opening hours, etc). When you use these shops, please contact them directly.

Please note that when you call the telephone numbers of the facilities listed in the magazine, they may not be able to answer your call in English. When calling from an overseas device, please add country code (+81) instead of the first “0” in the phone number.

Have a good food and experience at Fuji-Kawaguchiko!
In this town, you can enjoy various Japanese foods such as multi-course meals, eel and tempura. There are also some restaurants that offer familiar Japanese favorites you are probably familiar with such as combination meals, curry and okonomiyaki. In addition, there are also some restaurants that offer food unique to this area such as venison deer meat and freshwater wakasagi fish. How about trying some unique Japanese cuisine as a way to experience Japanese culture?
**Toro nigiri**
(fatty tuna sushi)

- Sushi topping is sent directly from Toyosu every day.
- Price: JPY 1,620

**Karaage**
(Fried Chicken)

- For lunch, meals are served with salad, fried egg, side dish, coffee or tea.
- Price: JPY 950

**Fuji Mabushi**

- Rice cooked with trout
- Price: JPY 1,500~ (for a person)

**Gozen**

- Set menu
- Traditional Japanese food
- Price: JPY 1,600~ (tax-excluded)

**Shokado-style compartment lunchbox**

- Mt. Fuji in the south and lake in the north
- Price: JPY 1,450
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- Price: JPY 2,850
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Hoto is a traditional local dish representative of Yamanashi in which plain noodles are cooked with miso-based soup and seasonal vegetables. It is a dish we highly recommend. And don’t forget to try “Yoshida-no-udon” in the Fuji Five Lakes area, including Fujikawaguchiko Town. It features noodles that are strong in texture and miso or soy sauce-based soup. It is particularly popular among people in this town.

---

**HOTO & UDON**

(Local style noodles)

Hoto is a traditional local dish representative of Yamanashi in which plain noodles are cooked with miso-based soup and seasonal vegetables. It is a dish we highly recommend. And don’t forget to try “Yoshida-no-udon” in the Fuji Five Lakes area, including Fujikawaguchiko Town. It features noodles that are strong in texture and miso or soy sauce-based soup. It is particularly popular among people in this town.

---

**Tradition of eating horsemeat**

The Fuji Five Lakes area, including Fujikawaguchiko Town, has a long tradition of eating horse meat. Speaking of horses, it is held at Fuji-Omuro-Sengen-jinja Shrine in Katsuyama district every April “Kai no Katsuyama Yabusame Matsuri”. It is said that it was dedicated in the riding ground of Mount Fuji in old days. This area is the base of Mt. Fuji worship. Horses were very useful for climbers to carry bags. Even now, the townspeople love horse meat. In butcher shops, Basashi horse meat sashimi is lined up, and eaten as a little luxury at celebrations or parties. There are also many restaurants that serves local gourmet called “Yoshida no udon” noodle(Introduced on page 11.).These noodles are often topped with salty-sweet stewed horse meat. Horse tripe are also very popular among the townspeople. When you order “Motsuni(Japanese tripe stew)” at Japanese pubs, they often serve horsemeat.

---

Horsemeat has less smell and is easy to eat, and is low in calories and high in protein. It is also rich in iron. If you visit Fujikawaguchiko town, please try it once.
Tempura and Curry with rice are also popular.

30 seconds on foot from Kawaguchiko Station

Hoto with a traditional taste

Hoto nabe (Pot of hoto)

English and Chinese menus are available.

Using smelt from Lake Kawaguchiko

Using home-made noodles and miso

No chemical seasoning used

A characteristic building that looks like a cloud over Mt. Fuji

A shop that wins three consecutive titles in the Hoto taste competition

We also sell deerskin crafts called "Inden".

Barrier-free building

A shop that wins three consecutive titles in the Hoto taste competition

We also sell deerskin crafts called "Inden".
We sell souvenirs at 1st floor.

Lake Motosuko can be seen.

In Fujikawaguchiko town, upland farming has developed rather than rice cultivation. For this reason, flour foods such as "Hoto" and udon noodle have long taken root. In the past, udon was a sacred thing to eat at ceremonial occasions. In the Showa era, in the Fujiyoshida city where the textile industry developed, people can enjoy a bowl of udon as a convenient lunch during work. These are the roots of today's "Yoshida-no-udon". After the war, many udon shops opened in the Fuji Five Lakes area. On the other hand, hoto was eaten as daily dinner in the past. Add noodles and vegetables such as root vegetables, potatoes, mushrooms to the soup stock, and add the taste with miso. People shared it with their family and cultivate vitality for tomorrow. Even nowadays, udon is loved by people as a lunch to eat between work and hoto is a home taste that everyone can enjoy.
Handmade miso sauce are popular.

Reasonable meals

Popular restaurant among local people

Chicken Yakiniku (Grilled chicken) JPY 400~
Handmade miso sauce are popular.

Special set lunch with grilled beef tongue
English menus are available.

Ramen noodles with fried rice JPY 900
Reasonable meals

Popular restaurant among local people

Ramen noodles JPY 700

If you are a meat lover, we suggest you visit the local yakiniku restaurant. You can enjoy delicious beef and chicken. In addition, there are restaurants that serve Japanese cuisine made from beef or pork inwards referred to as hormone. Also, there are Chinese restaurants famous for tasty Chinese cuisine and ramen and Indian restaurants that serve a selection of spicy curries.

Fresh and delicious tripe
Authentic Indian Curry

Halal menus are available
Using carefully selected Japanese beef

3 kinds of Wagyu beef assortment JPY 7,900 (tax-excluded)

If you are a meat lover, we suggest you visit the local yakiniku restaurant. You can enjoy delicious beef and chicken. In addition, there are restaurants that serve Japanese cuisine made from beef or pork inwards referred to as hormone. Also, there are Chinese restaurants famous for tasty Chinese cuisine and ramen and Indian restaurants that serve a selection of spicy curries.
There are a variety of restaurants that offer Western cuisine, from authentic to casual style. There is a French restaurant where you can enjoy a full-course meal that use local ingredients and an Italian restaurant where you can eat pasta and pizzas with the freshest of ingredients. You may also wish to visit some of the many restaurants that serve steak and barbecues where you can enjoy tender, juicy meat and unique Mexican cuisine.
Restaurant Rukora
レストラン ルッコラ
場所 地図 4-A
ランチセット
Lunch set
JPY 1,870
All meals are handmade.
0555-72-3937
11:30~15:00,18:00~21:00
20
￥7

Restaurant Poele
レストラン ポワル
場所 地図 4-A
ハンバーグステーキ
Hamburger Steak
JPY 850~ (tax-excluded)
Reasonable and well filling meals
0555-72-3753
11:30~13:50(L.O.),17:30~20:30(L.O.)
Mon,3rd Sun
48
￥15

Restaurant ROMARIN
レストラン ロマラン
場所 地図 3-A
スペシャルランチ
Special lunch
JPY 1,650~2,750
Homemade vegetables are used
0555-73-3717
11:30~14:15(L.O.),18:30~
(Reservation required for dinner)
Wed
￥30
￥5

Restaurant Tacodor
メキシカン居酒屋 タコドール
場所 地図 4-A
タコセット
Taco set
JPY 1,694
Mexican food that even Mexicans rave about!
090-6197-7011
11:30~14:00(L.O.),17:30~22:00(L.O.)
Mon,Tue(When it's a national holiday, we open)
￥32
￥20

La Luce
La Luce
場所 地図 4-A
パスタとエビ
Pasta with migratory crab
JPY 1,390
We also have Pizza baked with lava and Local beef.
0555-28-5778
11:30~14:00(L.O.),18:00~21:00(L.O.)
Mon(When it's a national holiday, we're closed on Tue)
36
￥15

Chef’s Course
Chef’s Course
JPY 7,700~
(Lunch JPY 4,400)
Wild game meat dishes
(Reservation required by the day before)
0555-75-0850
11:30~13:30(L.O.),18:00~20:00(L.O.)
Wed,2nd 4th Thu
19
￥10

Omerice & Italian Bar
L’hirondelle
リロンデル
場所 地図 4-A
オムレツ
Ome-Rice
JPY 1,694
Chef’s Choice
JPY 2,500~
(for dinner)
0555-28-7367
11:30~13:30(L.O.),18:00~22:00(L.O.)
Wed,3rd Tue
26
￥10

Cafe de Boulogne
カフェ ドゥ ブルゴーニュ
場所 地図 4-A
ディナーセット
Dinner set
JPY 2,500~4,900
We have own homemade bread shop.
0555-73-3236
10:00~21:00(L.O.)
Wed,3rd Tue
44
￥5

Local beers and garden restaurant
Sylvans
場所 地図 4-B
チーズリゾット
Cheese risotto
JPY 1,600
Serving “Fuji-zakura kogen beer” brewed with clear water from Mt.Fuji
0555-83-2236
11:00~21:30
Thu
200
￥350

Fuji subaru land
富士すばるランド
場所 地図 4-B
スバルBBQ
Subaru BBQ
JPY 6,000~
(for 2persons)
BBQ with the feeling of being outdoors!
0555-72-2239
10:00~16:00(vary according to the season)
Thu (vary according to the season)
￥200
￥350

Museum’s Restaurant
Kawaguchiko Music Forest
メキシカン酒場 タコドール
場所 地図 3-A
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We also have seasonal foods and pasta.

A cozy atmosphere.

Steak is popular.

Using dry-aged beef

Log house style restaurant in the forest

A restaurant with an extensive menu.

Serving traditional French. Good view can be seen.

English and Italian menus are available.

Lake Kawaguchiko can be seen.

Mt. Fuji and Lake Kawaguchiko can be seen.

We have winter break.
If you want to take a break, stop by one of the cafes in Fujikawaguchiko Town. Freshly brewed coffee, tea with aromatic tea leaves, fragrant green tea and more. They are perfect remedies to recover from a bust day of adventure. Choose from unique cafes such as shops offering homemade bread and sweets, shops that offer lunch and snacks, and shops that have beautiful views.

Original Herb Tea JPY 500 (for each)
- Lavender tasted ice cream is also popular.

Fujisan hot chocolate JPY 520 (tax-excluded)
- Fujisan Pancake JPY 1,078
- Pancake baked with lava kiln is available.

Fujisan Pancake JPY 1,078
- Mt.Fuji can be seen.

Fujisan hot chocolate JPY 520 (tax-excluded)
- Mt.Fuji can be seen.

Fujisan Pancake JPY 1,078
- Mt.Fuji can be seen.

Gold leaf matcha set JPY 2,000 (Admission isn't included)
- Nice view of nature and falls.

Sausage Egg Roll JPY 650 (tax-excluded)
- Lake Kawaguchiko can be seen from 2nd and 3rd floor.

Manpuku set meal JPY 1,200 (tax-excluded)
- Using carefully selected rice and seasonings

Taiyo terrace 太陽テラス
- Map 3-A

Lake Side Cafe Ku 湖畔カフェKu
- Map 3-A

Kawaguchiko herb hall 河口湖ハーブ館
- Map 3-A

Itchiku-an 久保田一竹茶房
- Map 3-A

KIMIMARO_CHAYA きみまろ茶屋
- Map 3-A

Galerie&Cafe couleurs ギャラリー&カフェ・クルール
- Map 4-A

ITCHIKU KUBOTA ART MUSEUM 久保田一竹美術館
- Map 4-A

Mt.Fuji pancake 富士山パンケーキ
- Map 4-A

Lake Side Cafe Ku 湖畔カフェKu
- Map 3-A

Kawaguchiko herb hall 河口湖ハーブ館
- Map 3-A
Lake Kawaguchiko can be seen.

- Terrace seats are available.
- Selling 10 kinds of cakes.
- Selling 10 kinds of breads.
- We also have homemade cakes.

- Enjoy locally grown beef and pork.
- Enjoy 100 kinds of bread.
- Enjoy 100 kinds of cakes.
- We also have homemade sweets.

- We also have homemade cakes.
- We also have homemade cakes.
- We also have homemade cakes.
- We also have homemade cakes.
Local sake and beer using wonderful water in Fujikawaguchiko

The snow that has accumulated on Mt. Fuji permeates the ground over a long period of time, and eventually reaches Fujikawaguchiko town as underground water and spring water. Let me introduce you to the local sake and local beer using the water.

“Kai-no-Kaiun” from the Edo era

The Ide Brewery, which has been in business for more than 300 years, began producing sake at the end of the Edo period around 1850. The tradition has been passed down to the present head, the 21st Ide Yogoemon. Enjoy the clear water of Mt. Fuji and the fine sake brewed in the severe cold of 850m above sea level.

Fragrant craft beer “Fujizakura-kogen-beer”

In 1997, Fujizakura-kogen-beer was made at a brewery in a forest at an altitude of 1000 meters. It is brewed using selected ingredients and high quality water from Mt. Fuji, with German technology. This beer has been highly evaluated in many beer contests.

Spring

Cherry blossoms are a symbol of the end of the long winter in Fujikawaguchiko. Due to its high altitude, its flowering is slower than in other parts of Japan, but you can enjoy the view of Mt. Fuji and cherry blossoms from various places in the town.

Spring Event Information

Fuji-Kawaguchiko Sakura Festival (early to mid-April) *Cancelled in 2020
Kai-no-Katsuyama Tabusame Festival (April 29) *Cancelled in 2020
Fujizakura Cherry Blossom and Mitsuba-Tsutsuji Azalea Festival (Late April - early May)

Summer

Lavender colors Lake Kawaguchiko gorgeously in summer. You can enjoy beautiful flowers mainly in Yagizaki Park and Oishi Park. Every year from late June to mid-July, the “Kawaguchi Herb Festival” is held.

Summer Event Information

Saiko Road Race (3rd Sunday in June)
Lake Saiko Ryugusai Festival (Aug. 2), Lake Motosuko Shinkosai Festival (Aug. 3), Lake Shojiko Ryokosai Festival and Music Festival (Aug. 4)
Lake Kawaguchiko Kojosai Festival (August 5)
Mt. Fuji Kawaguchiko Music Festival (mid-August)

Autumn

In November, autumn leaves spread from Lake Motosuko and Lake Shojiko to Lake Saiko and Lake Kawaguchiko, and the lakeside is brightly colored red and yellow. It is also in this season that Mt. Ashiwa is crowded with climbers.

Autumn Event Information

Fuji Sanroku Trail Run (late September or early October)
Fujisan Genshirin Trail Run (3rd Sunday in October)
Fujikawaguchiko Momiji March (Exercise walking event) (Mid-October)
Fujikawaguchiko Autumn Leaves Festival (early to mid-November)
Mt. Fuji Marathon (last Sunday in November)

Winter

It is only in winter that you can see Mt. Fuji covered with snow in the clear air. It is very cold in the morning and at night, but why not enjoy Mt. Fuji while enjoying the hot springs in the town?

Winter Event Information

Kawaguchiko Winter Fireworks (Sat and Sun from mid-January to late February)
Saiko Ice Festival (Late January - early February)
“Mt. Fuji Day” Commemorative Event (February 23)
If you stay in the town make sure to visit a Japanese style pub or bar. You can enjoy your favorite alcohol, such as beer, Japanese sake or shochu, with delicious appetizers such as yakitori, oden and sashimi. There are also bars that specialize in cocktails and wine, pubs with a distinct local atmosphere, and pubs that have an extensive selection of dishes. We hope you have a night to remember.

Various Yakitori JPY 100~ (for each)
Charbroiled yakitori is popular.

Gyu-niku Tataki (Lightly Roasted Beef) JPY 840
Enjoy local foods and sake.

Thick sliced beef tongue JPY 1,628
Enjoy yakiniku grilled with lava.

Assorted Sashimi JPY 1,800 (tax-excluded)
We offer 100 kinds of meals.

Fujinomiya-style Yakisoba (fried Chinese noodles) JPY 400~
Enjoy many kinds of alcohol.

Variety fish dishes and alcohol Around JPY 7,000
Local people enjoy fish dishes of this restaurant.

Gyusuji Nikomi (Beef tendons simmered in soy sauce) JPY 650
Our restaurant is like a secret hideaway!

Assorted Sashimi, Crispy salad, Assorted Yakitori
We offer plenty of stir-fried and fried food menus.
Shop index

This is the index of all the shops listed in this gourmet guide. Below is the store number, store name, map number, and posted page.

1. Yamabiko  3-A  P2
2. Kappou nanakusa  4-A  P2
3. Sanrokuen  4-A  P3
4. Okonomiyaki yuzu  4-A  P3
5. Fuji tempura idaten  4-A  P3
6. Japanese Restaurant AMANO  4-A  P3
7. Okonomiyaki zoo  4-A  P3
8. Mikuri  3-A  P3
9. Conveyor belt sushi NIGIRI SUSHIBEI  4-A  P4
10. IROHA  4-A  P4
11. Nagomi  3-A  P4
12. MANPUKU  3-A  P4
13. Yamaboushi  3-A  P4
14. Unagi Maruhashi  3-A  P4
15. Unagi kappo RIKI  2-B  P5

Road Station
Katsuyama Restaurant  2-B  P5
Dining SAKURA  2-B  P5
Café and Restaurant MISAKI  2-A  P5
Restaurant New Akaika  1-C  P5
Matsukaze  1-A  P5
SUSHIZEN  4-A  P6
Shaw's sushi Bar&B Dining  4-A  P6
EBISU YONOMORI -KAWAGUCHIKO-  4-A  P6
Tsuiya  3-A  P7
SUN Gallery  3-A  P7
Tenjozan Kawaguchikosu  3-A  P8
KONAMI  3-A  P8
Koike Udon  4-A  P8
Houtou Fudou Minamiten  4-A  P8
Hachiman Udon  4-A  P8
Houtou Fudou Higashikiojiten  4-A  P8
Yoshida no Udon KURANOSUE  4-A  P9
Houtou Fudou Kitahonten  3-A  P9
Houtou Fudou Ekimaeten  4-A  P9

SUN Terrace  3-A  P9
Hoto Funari Kawaguchiko  4-A  P9
INDENKAN YAMAUMIEN  3-A  P9
FUDO CHAYA  3-A  P10
Kagikake Chaya  2-A  P10
Restaurant Kotobuki  1-C  P10
Honjin Tsukasa  1-A  P10
Kosenso  1-A  P10
Motosuken  1-A  P10
SAIKA  4-A  P11
Seafood noodles restaurant HOUTOU LAB  3-A  P11
Momiji-tei  3-A  P11
HORUMONNU  4-A  P12
ALLADIN Indian Restaurant  3-A  P12
TORIKKO  4-A  P13
TUWANO  4-A  P13
YAKINIKU RESTAURANT KANYOEN  4-A  P13
kanpetei  3-A  P13
ALLADIN Indian Restaurant  3-A  P13
SUMIBI YAKINIKU TETSUAN  4-A  P13
YAM cafe  4-A  P14
AMIYAKI HANA  3-A  P14
Herb gardens
SHIKI-NO-KAORI  4-A  P15
38KAWAGUCHIKO  4-A  P15
Restaurant Rukora  4-A  P16
Restaurant Poele  4-A  P16
La Luce  4-A  P16
TOYOSIMA  4-A  P16
Café de Boulogne  4-A  P16
Local beers & gardens restaurant Sylvans  4-B  P16
Restaurant ROMARIN  3-A  P17
Tacodor  4-A  P17
Omerice&Italianbar L'hirondelle  4-A  P17
Louga  4-A  P17
Fuji Subaru land  4-B  P17
Kawaguchiko Music Forest Museum's Restaurant  3-A  P17
TRATTORIA IL BACCO bis  2-B  P18
Verde  4-A  P18
Maruhige  3-A  P18

RICE TATTO  2-B  P18
55STEAK  2-B  P18
Hotel&Restaurant YESTERDAY  2-B  P18
KITCHEN FUJIYAMA VIEW  2-B  P19
DINO DINER  3-A  P19
PREMIER  3-A  P19
Taiyo terrace  4-A  P20
Lake Side Café  3-A  P20
Kawaguchiko herb hall  3-A  P21
Mt. Fuji steak  4-A  P21
Galerie & Café couleurs  4-A  P21
ITCHIKU KUBOTA ART MUSEUM  3-A  P21
ITCHIKU KUBOTA ART MUSEUM  3-A  P21
Kawaguchiko Museum of Art  3-A  P22
troisiesieme marché  3-A  P22
Kawaguchiko Natural Living Center  3-A  P22
(CAFE’With a view of Mt Fuji)*  2-B  P22
OISHI PARK CAFE’  2-B  P22
HappyDaysCafe  3-A  P22
Bakery & Café ESOLA  2-B  P22
Kawaguchiko Muse Museum  3-A  P22
(doll café)  3-A  P23
CISCO COFFEE  3-A  P23
Milky Way  3-A  P23
Asagiri kogen
"IHATOV" no mori  1-B  P23
YAMATOYA CAFE’  4-A  P23
Le Pain De Daniel  3-A  P23
House of sara  4-A  P24
FUJI CAFE’ CUP’S  4-A  P24
Akai  4-A  p26
Ryo  4-A  p26
TOKIRIKA  4-A  p27
EGAO  4-A  P27
Lava grilled tavern kinzou  4-A  P27
Aburi-tei  4-A  p27
Dining & Bar Cooliya  3-A  p27
SUIKEN  4-A  p27
Oden Shop Nabechan  4-A  p28
Sakedokoro WAN  2-B  p28
CANVAS  4-A  p28
The parking lots shown on this map are free of charge.
The parking lots shown on this map are free of charge.
CONVENIENT PHONE DIRECTORY

When calling from an overseas terminal, add the country code (+81) instead of the first "0" in the phone number.

- **Japan Visitor Hotline**
  Operated by Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO).
  Provides tourist information and provides support in case of accidents and emergencies.
  Number **050-3816-2787**
  Open hour: 24 hours (open all year round) Language: English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese

- **Fujikawaguchiko Tourist Information**
  Provides information on sightseeing in and around Fujikawaguchiko Town.
  Number **0555-72-6700**
  Open hour: 8:30-17:30 (open all year round) Language: English, Japanese

- **Fujikyu-Call Center**
  Provides information on trains and buses to and from Kawaguchiko Station. You can also book tickets.
  Number **0570-022956** *Press "5" when the phone is connected.
  Open hour: 9:00-18:00 (open all year round)
  Language: English, Japanese